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About us
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Dataloy Systems is a Norwegian maritime software company
dedicated to solving some of the world's most complex 
maritime challenges - to lead the way for increased supply 
chain transparency and efficiency by developing collaborative 
solutions for the maritime industry.

We are a leading provider of voyage management software
and technology that empowers the commercial maritime 
industry with visibility, flexibility, and efficiency to plan, 
communicate, operate and optimise cargo flows and fleet 
schedules resulting in improved asset utilisation and more 
profitable decisions related to worldwide chartering and 
operations.



Our mission
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We build collaborative tools for faster and 
well-informed decisions. So that we can 
make shipping more efficient and 
transparent.  



Contextual data

Do decision makers need more data?
● Data is simply a collection of numbers, words etc.
● The amount of captured data is ever increasing 
● The raw data needs to be processed for efficient analysis 
● Too many business decisions rely heavily on data and 

analytical models designed for the status quo. When the 
context changes, decision-makers can't keep up.

● Users need contextual data preferably in real-time

What is contextual data
● It is only when presented with a context that it becomes 

meaningful
● Contextual data is the background information that gives us 

a deeper knowledge of an event, a person, or an object
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You don’t necessarily need more data. 

You need contextualised data.



Maritime Technology Landscape
(Source: Skysail Advisors 2021)
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Partner Ecosystem



The critical building blocks

A open solution adaptable to your environment with 
predefined data models and processing for the 
business context of your industry
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Intuitive and consistent user interface02

Agile, scalable and mobile03

Platform thinking: an open and seamless 
ecosystem, providing an optimised and proven data 
architecture
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Typical chartering decision making
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Example: live weather routing





Challenges

No dependencies on Dataloy Systems06

Intuitive and consistent user interface01

Mobile03

Scalability02

No dependencies on data-model07

Security04
Standards for developers05



Challenges - advanced decision making
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Questions?


